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What a man! What an elder! Who can read the story of Moses without being deeply moved by his love and devotion to the great congregation that was his? What an encouragement it is to leaders of God's Church today. Within Moses' flock were all sorts of people: unappreciative, critical, faithless, but like the Chief Shepherd, he loved them with a love that never failed.

At Kadesh-barnea, Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, emulating Lucifer before the God of creation, accused Moses and Aaron of assuming too much authority. Moses reasoned with them openly and frankly and then gave them until the next day to think it over and to pray about it. But the sore festered and they became only more determined in their ways. Because of this and for the good of the people, drastic measures became necessary.

Through their supernatural deaths, it became evident that they had been fighting against God. It would seem that the leadership role of Moses would now be forever fully justified in the eyes of the congregation. Instead, "The next day the whole Israelite community grumbled against Moses and Aaron. 'You have killed the Lord's people,' they said" (Numbers 16:41). Then God called Moses and Aaron, saying, "Get away from this assembly so I can put an end to them at once" (Numbers 16:45). But Moses would not resign his people to such a fate. His love for them and the cause they represented was much more meaningful to him than any personal abuse. Allowing no time for reflecting on his own hurt, he had Aaron take the censor "to make atonement for them" (Numbers 16:46). Already 14,700 had died of the plague, but through the forgiving, compassionate intervention of Moses and his brother "the plague stopped."

The greatest evidence of true, dedicated leadership on the part of an elder is perhaps willingness to carry on loving ministry in behalf of the people when he is misunderstood, his true motives questioned, and his work seemingly unappreciated. How many elders through the years have desired to leave their responsibility to others or become discouraged and quit because of thoughtless, over-talkative or even conniving souls whom Satan has used to hinder rather than help. But this need not be. Read again the account of Moses or Paul and, above all, that of Jesus Christ. Having done this, what else can we do but carry on in the same self-sacrificing, forgiving spirit, trusting in the grace of Christ.
During the first meeting of the wives of the elders of the Ecuador Union, Pastor Jonas Arrais, Ministerial Associate of the South American Division spoke with six ladies. They are: María Lucinda Tulmo Jácome, from the Playas Sacaungsa Church, wife of Luis Patricio and mother of three children; Pilar Sebastíanouska Calderón Jurado, from the South Quito Church, wife of Diego Fernando, and mother of two little girls; Vicky Rivas de Cárdenas, from the South Guayaquil Church, wife of Abraham and mother of two girls; María Nieves Tulmo Jácome, from the Yanahusco Church, wife of José Ricardo and mother of four boys; Teresa Karolye Reyes, from the La Merced Church, wife of Juan Miguel and mother of five boys; and Laura Fustillo de Ortiz, from the Cinco de Junio Church, wife of Jorge and mother of one boy.

By the Elder’s side

Elder: What does it mean to be an elder’s wife?
Lucinda: To uphold and help her husband so that he may feel motivated.
Pilar: I believe it’s a privilege and a great responsibility.
Teresa: It means love, understanding, patience and much dedication.
Vicky: It’s a privilege and at the same time a challenge. Privilege because I have the opportunity to serve God in almost all the departments of the church. A challenge because one has to dedicate the family and thus go out and help the husband as an elder.
Nieves: It’s a reason to be proud. After I was given that responsibility six years ago, my life improved.
Laura: It’s a privilege that I received from God, and also a responsibility that must be fulfilled within and without the church. She must understand where her help is necessary; so that her prayer, help and understanding to the ministry of the husband will be successful.

Elder: What importance does the role of the wife play in the life of a man who is in charge of a church?

Lucinda: To obey the Word of God and maintain a special communion with heaven.
Pilar: Since we are closer to them, we can discuss more personal issues and be better partners.
Vicky: The importance is fundamental because the wife must be a help and not a hindrance. She must be always ready to be a help wherever it’s necessary.
Nieves: The most important role is to support him through prayer and the study of the Bible, besides taking care that his clothing is always in order.
Teresa: Walking together, supporting and praying much in order to obtain the necessary strength to go forward.
Laura: Her role is fundamental for team work. In other words that her abilities and gifts added to those of her husband must be placed in God’s hands for the proclamation of the good news of salvation.

Elder: What type of support can the wife give her husband?
Lucinda: Work with him so that the message may be given to others.
Pilar: The most important thing is to be his companion, understanding him, supporting him in the
spiritual as well as in the emotional, sentimental and physical well-being.

Vicky: That support must be total. In the first place, leaving him free to look after the needs of the church, the wife must be responsible for the children, when they are small; and at church, when her services are required she must be willing to participate, including to pray if that were the case.

Nieves: Teach the brethren that in the first place we must have our personal worship before any other activity and help him consider the Lord's business of greater importance than anything else.

Teresa: Much praying and unconditional support.

Laura: The support that the elder's wife must give her husband is unconditional, being at the same time loving and understanding.

Elder: How do you evaluate the first meeting of the Union's elders' wives?

Lucinda: I feel very happy to be in this place, and at the same time being preoccupied about my little girls.

Pilar: Very well. These have been days of great benefit for reflection and motivation, and to realize that we are not the only ones with problems concerning the time and obligations of our husbands.

Vicky: This meeting of elders' wives was fabulous; it greatly contributed to my recognizing responsibilities. Our husbands are not the only ones responsible. Here we learned what our role is within the church. Other countries should do likewise.

Nieves: I feel very happy to have taken part in this seminar. I also feel that God has His values and wishes us to use them.

Teresa: Marvelous. Let there be more togetherness.

Laura: It was a very interesting and spiritual meeting. Above all its purpose was to teach us how to help our husband's labor so that their work is more fruitful in the church.

Elder: In your opinion what are the three main attributes of a church elder?

Lucinda: Promote communion with God, Bible study and guide the members.

Pilar: The Word of God says that they must be faithful husbands. Not given to wine or worldly passions, and without reproach, besides being leaders emotionally balanced and capable of transmitting the divine teachings.

Vicky: The elder's characteristics: be God's servant, be about the church's business and always be an example.

Nieves: Give a good testimony, encourage those who are weak and be punctual.

Teresa: Humility, patience and be conscious of his need of God.

Laura: His congregation. Be connected with God 24 hours a day, and his desire to cooperate and do well in everything for the church. Be a missionary and contribute with new ideas for the growth of the church.

Elder: How can the elder's wife contribute to the fulfillment of his mission?

Lucinda: I help by participating in my husband's activities, and when possible I accompany him on his trips. Together we visit places and I always try to have his clothes and food ready.

Pilar: We can help them by suggesting ideas and work strategies, being their aids without impairing their work.

Vicky: As I said, the elder's wife must take active part in church activities helping and being always ready to give her opinion and her time.

Nieves: Sharing God's word and helping the sisters so that they can understand it.

Teresa: Being a helper on the side and understanding that I also have the responsibility for souls.

Laura: Being an unconditional helper, and above all, praying for the husband's ministry.

Elder: What is the greatest difficulty of the elder?

Lucinda: I believe it's work, since he needs to travel to town, work for a living, and during his absence he cannot support the church's activities.

(Continued on page 19)
The work of the deacons originated with the controversy around the care given to the widows of the church in Jerusalem; therefore, it was required of those men who were invested with high spiritual qualifications to show us that the material work was not the only responsibility for which they were chosen.

The Church Manual presents the different activities inherent to the deacon’s and deaconess’ office as follows:

**Care of the sick and the poor.** An important responsibility of the deacons is to care for the sick, help the poor and the suffering. ADRA works in close cooperation with the deacons and deaconesses of the church. The funds for that work must be provided from the church funds for the needy. The church must be totally informed of the needs, so that the participation of the members may be enlisted.

**Help to prepare the baptismal service.** The deacons and deaconesses must play their part in the needed preparation for that ceremony, in order to prevent confusion or delay. The deacons must help during the baptismal service, making sure that the place is ready and that the male candidates will be taken care of before as well as after the service.

The deaconesses help during the baptismal ceremony making sure that the female candidates are prepared before and after the service. They counsel, as well as help, where necessary concerning the appropriate robes for the ceremony. These should be made of adequate material.

In churches where the robes are used, the deaconesses must see that they are washed, pressed and carefully stored in the place assigned for them for future use.

**Help in the communion service.** During foot washing the deacons or deaconesses provide everything necessary for the ceremony, such as towels, basins, water (at a comfortable temperature such as the occasion will require), buckets, etc. After the ceremony, they must ascertain that all the implements have been washed and kept in their proper place.

After the Lord’s Supper, extreme care must be given as to what will be done with the remaining portions of the bread and the wine. The remainder of the wine that was blessed must be poured on the ground. The remainder of the bread that was blessed must be burned.

The deaconesses will help in the foot-washing ceremony, helping especially women visitors or the sisters
who had recently joined the church. Besides, it is their duty to provide all that is necessary for this ceremony, such as taking care that the tablecloths, towels for the feet, etc. used during the service, be washed and ironed and carefully stored in their respective places.

The deaconesses are responsible for the communion table. Prepare the bread, the wine, set the table, serve the wine, place the plates of unleavened bread and cover them with a tablecloth designed for that purpose. All this must be done before the ceremony begins.

The communion service must be presided by an ordained pastor or by the church elder. The deacons, although they have been ordained, cannot preside in the ceremony, but can help to distribute the wine and the bread to the members. After the ceremony the deacons and deaconesses clear the table, collect the glasses and take the remaining bread and wine and burn or bury the bread and pour the wine on the ground.

**Communion for the sick.** If a member happened to be sick, or if for any other reason could not leave home to attend the communion service, a special service may be performed at his or her house. This service may be performed only by an ordained minister or the elder of the church who may be accompanied by deacons or deaconesses who helped during the regular communion service.

**To help during worship and other meetings.** During church meetings, the deacons are generally responsible for greeting the members and visitors arriving at the temple and help them, if necessary, to find a place to sit. They must also be ready to cooperate with the pastor and the elders in order to improve the meetings being held in the church.

**Care and up keep of the church.** In some churches, where the responsibility to take care and maintain the property of the church is not assigned to a construction committee, the deacons take on that responsibility. The deacons are responsible for taking the necessary steps to see that the building is kept clean and in good condition, and that the land on which the church was built be kept neat and as attractive as possible. This includes being a watchman. The deacons should recommend to the church committee a capable person, and it's the committee who decides, by vote, to employ such help. Or the church committee may authorize the deacons to hire a watchman. Authorization from the church committee must be obtained for all expenses involved in maintenance of the church. All expenses for repairs, water, light, oil, etc., are given to the church treasurer for payment.

**Visitation of members.** One of the most important responsibilities of the deacons is to visit the members in their homes. In many churches this is done by distribution of the members by districts and assigning one deacon per district. He must visit each home at least once every quarter. The deacons must concentrate their attention on the elderly and those who due to some limitation have been absent from church.

**Counting the offering.** All loose offering must be counted by the treasurer in the presence of another church officer, preferably a deacon and give him a receipt.

Eurico Tadeu Xavier is district pastor in Santa Catarina, Brazil. Translated by Antonio A. Rios.
In this report thus far rendered all twelve of the spies agreed. Surely the enemy was great. Seven powerful heathen nations were spread over the land. Their fortifications were such as to withstand the most daring adversaries.

But at this point a sharp difference arose. Ten of the twelve, a convincing majority, reviewing the situation, quailed with fear: "The situation is impossible. Before them we will be doomed to certain destruction, there's only one thing to do—return to Egypt."

To the multitudes this seemed a logical conclusion. In the light of the report and recommendation of their representatives, there was no alternative.

**The missing factor**

But Caleb and Joshua saw things differently. Although recognizing fully the dangers before them and the strength of the enemy, they recognized also another factor seemingly forgotten by the others. After all, it was God who had brought them thus far. It was He who had given the command to go in and possess the land. It was He who had promised to fight their battles for them. It was He who had promised them victory over every foe.

These two men of faith now rose to the occasion. Looking beyond the seemingly forbidding circumstances, above the towering walls and the boastful giants, discounting the grasshopper complex of the masses, they saw only the commands and promises of God.

A little more than a year before they had seen God's power displayed at Sinai. They had heard His voice amid thunder, earthquake, and lightning. Before the holy mount all Israel had entered into a sacred covenant of obedience. To Caleb and Joshua it had been a solemn and meaningful occasion. To them the covenant entered into was genuine. With God's help they would be loyal and obedient.

Now in this hour of trial and test they stand forth as mighty men of faith and courage. The cowardice and fear of the multitudes meant many
years of needless delay in the conquest of the land. But the faith of these two never faltered. Finally they alone of all who had left Egypt were privileged to enter in.

**History repeated**

Today the story of the twelve spies is often repeated at the council tables where the work of the Lord is under study. Once again we stand at the borders of the Promised Land. Now, as then, the divine assignment to reach all the land with the gospel seems an impossible task. The opposition is great and our numbers and resources are small. It is easy to determine statistically that actually more people are being born every day than are being reached with the divine proclamation. In our own cities we can look upon untouched multitudes. The enemy has monopolized the TV, radio, newspaper, and every other means of communication. Major evangelistic campaigns come and go, and even they pass unnoticed by the masses.

In committee meetings at every level of our church organization, from the General Conference Committee down to the local church board, it is easy to join our sentiments, voices, and votes with the faithless ten of that bygone day. But the experience of Caleb and Joshua directs us to the better way. These two men who led ancient Israel into Canaan represent the kind of venturesome leadership needed in our churches today.

To us come the same words of command and promise spoken to Joshua as he assumed the leadership role laid down by Moses, "Now then, you and all these people, get ready to cross the Jordan River, into the land I am about to give to them . . . Be strong and courageous. Do not be terrified; do not be discouraged, for the Lord your God will be with you wherever you go." (Joshua 1:2-9).

---

Orley M. Berg, former associate editor of *Ministry.*
To clarify why some books were not accepted as part of the sacred canon.

The Holy Scripture is called the Bible, a great work that means “books” because it compiles a group of inspired books, known as canonical books. “Biblical Canon,” what is it? Canon is a Latin word meaning “model.” The Latin word is derived from the Greek kanon from “cana.” A measuring instrument used in biblical times in place of our “meter” today. Therefore, the biblical canon is the list of inspired books that make up the Bible, which give an authorized testimony of God’s revelation, serving as a Christian pattern of procedure, and as criterion or rule though which a thought or doctrine is measured or judged (Gal. 6:16; 2 Tim. 3:16). Dictionary of Fundamental Theology, pp. 122/123. Editora Vozes e Santuario, 1994 edition.

The inspired books, as an expression of God’s word, which comprise the original biblical canon, as a rule of faith and doctrine, are 39 in the Hebrew Scripture of the Old Testament, and 27 of the New Testament, totaling 66 canonical books which, possessing infallible and eternal truths became a court of last resort.

Uninspired books

The Bible that contains seven additional books was taken from the “Greek Bible,” or “Septuagint.” Translated from the Hebrew Bible into Greek in 250 B.C. Seven books were included which were not part of the inspired books of the original Hebrew Bible. They are Tobit, Judith, 1 and 2 Maccabees, Wisdom of Solomon, Ecclesiasticus and Baruch. (Frei Mauro Strabeli, Bible: Questions People Ask, pp. 76, 77. Pauline edition.)

At the time, Greece dominated the world, and it was king Ptolemy, Philadelphus, of Egypt, who ordered the translation of the Septuagint. Probably the seven books were added to it, at his request at that time or later on.

Why should those seven books not be accepted as inspired or canonical?

1. As Frei Mauro Strabeli reminds us, “The Old Testament Scriptures, considered as original, is the Hebrew Bible whose books were accepted as ‘canonical’ from the beginning and without discussion.” (ibid p. 16.)

2. Prophets did not write those books, since it was a time of interruption in the prophetic succession. Thus, only the 39 books were considered divine or inspired, says the much-respected Jewish historian Flavius Josephus, born shortly after Christ’s death. (Answer to Apion, Book 1, p. 8.)

3. According to Josephus the Old Testament Canon with 39 books was dated between 465 and 425 B.C. In 90 A.D., the Jewish Council of Jamnia analyzed the remaining seven books, but rejected them. (Answers to Those Questions, p. 53. Editora Candeias.)

4. Besides those seven books not becoming part of the original canon, their inspiration was considered only by the Roman Catholic Church at the Council of Trent on April 8, 1546 and called “deutero-canonical” (or canonical of the second period). (Dictionary of Fundamental Theology, p. 124. Editora Vozes, 1884 edition.) The Catholic Church made them official in order to stop the movement of the Protestant Reformation.

5. The Jews, to whom God appointed depositaries of the Scriptures and His oracles (Rom. 3:2), accept as inspired only the 39 books of...
the Hebrew Canon. They reject the seven books considered deuterocanonical." (Bible of the Pontifical of Rome, p. 6.)

6. Jesus and the apostles used the 39 original Hebrew books; they quoted the Old Testament 1,378 times, but not once the seven books. Therefore, Josephus was right when he affirmed: “We only have 39 books for which we have enough reason to believe that they are divine.” (Answer to Apion, book 1, p. 8.)

7. The Christian church rejected them as inspired and canonical allowing them to be read only as books of historical importance. (Biblical Manual, p. 358.)

8. The Church Fathers such as Athanasius, Gregory, Hilarius, Rufinus and Jerome adapted the 39 Hebrew books. (Biblical Manual, p. 358.)

9. Jerome, who translated the Hebrew Bible into Latin between 382 and 404 A.D., the so-called Latin Vulgate became a defender of the 39 Hebrew books and translated only the uninspired book of Tobias for the “Vulgate” by order of the bishops. (Dictionary of Fundamental Theology, p. 124. Editora Vozes.)

10. They teach doctrinal and historical errors according to what follows:

Such errors and contradictions reveal that these seven books do not pass the incontrovertible test of “biblical inspiration” of sacred and canonical books, inserted in the “dogmatic constitution of the catholic faith,” during Vatican Council I, which says: “The books of the Bible are declared sacred and canonical, not because they have been received by her (the Church) approval and authority; not only because it contains the revelation without mixture of errors, but because having been written under inspiration of the Holy Spirit, have as the author the true God and as such were given to his church.” (Bible translated by the Pontifical Bible Institute of Rome, p. 6.)

Before that declaration, it could not be said that those seven books were inspired and canonical because the Catholic Church so declared it, but she herself says that it is not the church that qualifies them as inspired and canonical. And if we can say that such books are inspired by the Holy Spirit, having as author the same God, we’ll be admitting that God the Father and the Holy Spirit are authors of errors and contradictions.

The last test, those seven books are not inspired, their authors never claimed inspiration for themselves, and Maccabees affirms that there were no prophets in their time (I Mac. 4:46; 9:27; 14:41). He closed his book declaring his inability to clarify it and thus apologized: “My exposition is imperfect and mediocre, and that I could do no better” (II Mac. 2:24; 15:38, 39). “Jerome the translator of the Vulgate, called those seven books apocrypha which means hidden, secret, or not inspired.” (General Introduction to the Bible, p. 88.) The seven apocrypha books are only of historical and literary value. Therefore, we should accept as inspired only the 66 canonical books as rule of faith and doctrine (2 Peter 1:21).

Enio dos Santos is president of the South Occidental Rio Grande Mission.
The peacemakers

Matthew 5:9

Laércio Mazaro

Introduction

“Blessed are the peacemakers for they shall be called the children of God.” The blessings are given to those who make peace, and not only on the peace lovers. How happy is he who promotes just and wise relationships among men, because their actions are the work of God.

- It’s the seventh beatitude.
- It was not directed only to the disciples, but also to all those who were present. It crossed centuries and came to us. It is directed to us living today.
- You will only become a peacemaker if you are fulfilling the requirements of the previous beatitudes. The poor in spirit; they that mourn; the meek; those who hunger and thirst after righteousness; the merciful; the pure in heart.

It is impossible to be a peacemaker (as Jesus was), unless the peace of God that exceeds all understanding dwells in our heart and our mind. We are called to be peacemakers as was Jesus.

Definition of the word “Peacemaker”

“He who makes peace.” It’s the person who searches for all means in the world through which he can make people happy. They are much needed in the world.

The United Nations is determined to keep peace in the world. Sometimes that is achieved. Other times, things continue unchanged.

Peace is much more than the absence of war or conflicts. It is integrity, prosperity, and well being, of loving harmony, which promotes positive and constructive relationship. It’s all that contributes to the welfare of man. True peace is an active influence of divine mercy and love. Peace is the fruit of the Holy Spirit. It does not depend on external circumstances to be part of our lives.

In some parts of the Orient when people meet they greet each other wishing peace. Shalom in Hebrew means peace, happy relationship, communion and fraternity.

Who is related to peace?

God. God is called the “God of peace.” God is the source of peace. Peace is a fundamental quality of His being.

God took the initiative to establish peace between himself and man. Being sinners we are reconciled with God.

Jesus. Christ’s mission was to restore the peace that sin had destroyed. Isaiah prophesied with these words: “The chastisement of our peace was upon Him; and with His stripes we are healed” Isaiah 53:5.

Christ is our peace. He is the Prince of Peace. When the angels announced that Christ was born, the heavenly host sang in the plains of Bethlehem: “Glory to God in the highest, peace on earth, good will toward men” Luke 2:14.

Christ said: “Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you” John 14:27. Whoever accepts Christ in their life will have peace.

Allow Jesus to fill your heart with peace. You will become the happiest person in the world. All those who love Jesus will experience a change in life. The peace that Christ places in the heart is very well seen in the attitude. Therefore, being justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ.
Rom. 5:1. Christ’s redemptive work is contained in the word “Peace.”
This peace that the world can’t give should help us overcome all fear and give us courage to surmount all adverse circumstances.
What is the miracle of Christ’s peace? It’s peace despite tempests. It’s a peace deeply rooted that no external circumstances can disturb it.

The fruits of peace
Jesus' peace yields three types of fruits, peace at three levels:
1. Peace with God.
2. Peace with ourselves—the heart will not be full of frustrating contradictions.
3. Peace with others. Peace will be shown in our relationship and we'll love others. We'll cultivate goodwill toward others. We'll smooth all misunderstandings. It's natural that we will not always have peace with everybody.

Paul counsels us to live in peace with all as far as it is possible. There are individuals who like to always be in conflicts, to provoke quarrels and difficulties.
What should be our posture? Not to depend on people. We must be at peace with everybody. You cannot control the behavior, thoughts or actions of someone else. But you can, despite all that, use your influence to calm an otherwise tense situation.
You can refuse to take sides. Do all within your power and when you know you did it you will be at peace with God and with yourself.

Conclusion
Strive to prevent family feuds. Strive to prevent divisions in the church, or misunderstandings among the members. We should be able to live together.
We live in a world separated by walls, fences, social classes, races, cultures and riches, which separate us one from the other. We must be united in Christ Jesus.
We must do our part to become peacemakers. As Christians we cannot expect everything to be peaceful. If peace were broken, I must be sure that it wasn't my fault.
We must pray for peace. Strive for peace. Show interest in activities that contribute to peace in society. You must be a facilitator in the process to establish unity between God and His separated children.
“Christ’s followers are sent to the world with the message of peace. Whoever, by the quiet, unconscious influence of a holy life, shall reveal the love of Christ, whoever, by word or deed, shall lead another to renounce sin and yield his heart to God, is a peacemaker.” (Thoughts from the Mount of Blessing, p. 28).
To be a Christian is to be a peacemaker. Always search for peace.

Laércio Mazaro is secretary of the West Paulista Association.
Translated by Antonio A. Ríos.
Outstretched arms

Alcides Cruz

Introduction
Let us think for a moment on Rio de Janeiro’s magnificent monument, Christ of Corcovado. His arms outstretched seem to want to embrace the entire carioca immensity. Thirty feet high and forty feet from one hand to the other.

a) Outstretched arms anxious to insure peace on a city that has a high level of insecurity.
b) On October 12, 1931, Marconi, the scientist from Genoa, Italy, lit up the recently inaugurated monument. It was one of the most spectacular and impressive events of that era.

Arms that convey hope
1. More than 70 years have transpired since those arms were extended over the Corcovado.
   a) Arms that should mean protection for the citizens of Rio de Janeiro. However, in the shadow of the arms of cement, an indication that they will lovingly embrace the city, much evil has been practiced. Murders, attacks, riots, immorality make up the scenario of a city similar to many others in the world that live oblivious to Christ’s calling.
   b) Oh, if men would turn their eyes heavenward, they would contemplate not only the concrete statue, but by faith contemplate the great Savior of humanity, the reality of our hope.
2. Our duty as Christians is to look toward the heavens in order to see the real Jesus; the majority looks and follows horizontally. We must travel in the ascendancy and not to become victims of a massive society.

Outstretched arms to save
1. Let’s look at Jesus’ hands pierced by the nails. “Christ died on the cross with one hand pointing to the East, and the other to the West. He died for every individual on Earth. His arm is long enough to reach even me. His arm is long enough to reach anybody, anywhere and at any time.” Morning Watch, 1963, p. 228.
2. Jesus opened His blessed arms and said that His life was a river of peace; a river of love, a river of life, and His ears could hear the faintest breath, the word that has not been whispered from the heart. And His hands were always outstretched to save completely.
3. In Ex. 17:8-13 we find an account that well illustrates this thought.
   a) Amalek’s soldiers could not understand how the Hebrews could resist their fierce attacks. The Hebrew army was smaller and ill-trained.
   b) What power and inspiration reflected from those outstretched arms on the top of the mountain? Ezek. 20:34 gives us the answer.
4. Do we trust in the Lord’s arms?
   a) Our many struggles sometimes make us feel that the arms are tired and we give up. We feel weak, without strength.
   b) Many have experienced years of serving the Lord, with multiple trials.
   c) God knows how to help those who have no strength. Read Job 26:2.
   d) “Strong is thy hand, and high is thy right hand.” Read Ps. 89:13.
Arms that don’t grow weary

1. There is a significant parallelism for the Christians.
   a) More than 70 years ago the monument to Christ the Redeemer was erected on top of Corcovado, aiming to attract tourists and to be a representative figure of the blessings received by those who would live or pass through Rio de Janeiro.
   From the top one can contemplate the city, outlined by mountains, adorned by small woods, vegetation colored by the reflecting green waters of Copacabana and other beaches. But the arms continue paralyzed before all types of violence. They seem to be tired and frustrated since their objective to bless people has not been reached. They are dead, paralyzed and incapable arms.
   b) Two thousand years ago, on top of Calvary, two arms are anxiously stretched out to bless humanity. Two nails uphold them. From those nails, nevertheless, a divine force shines upon the world.
   The world choked by ambition forgets what is taking place on top of Calvary. Jesus’ arms continue to extend to bless a minority who turns to receive a blessing. Those are not lifeless arms. They interceded in our behalf two thousand years ago and will continue to do so until the end of time.

Conclusion

What will happen if I lose my health, become insane, and lose my dear ones, my property? What if we should have an economic depression, if I lose my employment? Or war is declared?

The arms are outstretched to protect us – why fear? Read Deut. 33:27.

Illustration: Pastor Kenneth Wood told us that in 1937 he climbed through one of the passageways of the San Francisco Bay Bridge, approximately 220 meters high. Listen to the story. “Fog revolved around me and a strong wind was blowing. I began to fear. ‘How could someone work up here?’ I thought. Later on I heard that fear had been a problem. The workers knew that it had been said that 35 workers might lose their lives. Each man had the obsession that he could be one of those 35. The construction was being undermined.

Then someone suggested that a gigantic net be extended the entire length of the bridge so that if a man should fall the net could save him. The men worked more efficiently.”

We can be confident that the Lord’s arms will protect us. Read Isa. 33:2. Let’s humbly pray to God that He will be our strong arm, morning after morning and may we try to find refuge under the protecting arms of our dear Savior.

Alcides Cruz is a retired pastor living in São José do Rio Preto, São Paulo, Brazil.
Translated by Antonio A. Ríos.
Elders! It’s here and it’s for you!

A brand new, creative idea for community outreach

First person biblical narratives by Richard Stenbakken, Ed.D., Director, Adventist Chaplaincy Ministries and Chaplain (COL), US Army, Ret.

Richard Stenbakken, authentically costumed, becomes John, Judas, Peter, Pilate, the Centurion and Caiaphas as they behold Jesus hanging on the cross. Some agonize over personal encounters with Him, while others marvel at the life-changing effects that a few short years spent with Jesus had made.

You will be brought to the foot of the cross as you see Jesus more clearly through the experiences of those who were there. “Undoubtedly, the series will unmask your face and tug at your heart while contemplating His earthly travail,” says Stenbakken.

Faces Around the Cross comes with study guides prepared by Stenbakken so congregations can be led in lively discussions following each DVD presentation. The series can be used as is, or it can be enhanced with beautiful seasonal music and scriptural litanies ending with fellowship and light refreshments.

Sounds perfect? Just what you’ve been looking for? Absolutely!

Easter is one of those times that many people go to church, so invite the community. Why not give them something that not only strengthens them spiritually, but keeps them coming back?

Order the 2-DVD set including Study Guides for just $24.95 + sh/h
Call 800-ACN-1119 or visit www.acn.info.

DVD Bonus Features: Series Introduction Richard Stenbakken: The Man and His Mission Behind the Scenes: A Do-It-Yourself Series
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Preparing and training your church for soul winning

The first step to preparing for evangelism—personally and corporately—is prayer. “In rescuing souls from his (Satan’s) devices, far more will be accomplished by Christlike, humble prayer than by many words without prayer.”

Colporteur Ministry, p. 81.

Resources for prayer and training:

**PRAYER**—A praying church is a growing church!

*IF MY PEOPLE PRAY* by Randy Maxwell shows how your church can experience prayer as relationship, power, and key to revival. This will set the stage for evangelism and outreach. 0-8163-1246-X

US$10.99

**TRAINING**

*What the Bible Says About...* by Lonnie Melashenko contains 31 studies on important topics and a simple Bible marking plan. Using this book in a small group setting to train members to mark their Bibles will give them confidence as they share their faith.

US$1.99 single copy price
US$1.89 each for 200-999
US$1.59 each for 1,000-4,999
US$1.39 each for 5,000+

*Spiritual Body Building* by Kim Allan Johnson is a series of 16 small group lessons designed to help members both understand and experience God’s vision of how to be a church, the body of Christ. There is a complete lesson book for each small group member, plus a comprehensive manual for the leader. This exceptional, much-used resource points the way to new depths of caring, fellowship, and ministry within your congregation.

*Student Lessons*, paper, 160 pages. 1-5784-7008-9, US$5.95


1-800-765-6955 AdventistBookCenter.com
Follow-up materials for Sow One Billion

During 2004 the plan for North America is to distribute 70 million tracts inviting individuals to begin Bible studies. As your church gets names requesting Bible studies, here are some resources to aid you in the follow-up:

**Bible Studies for Busy Women**
A series of 14 reproducible Bible studies designed especially to encourage and nurture women who want to know more about Christian living.
- English, 4-3330-0237-3
- Spanish, 4-3330-0286-2
- US$4.99

**What the Bible Says About...**
by Lonnie Melashenko—31 Bible studies with a simple Bible marking plan. This book will help your members be prepared to share their faith.
- US$1.99 single copy price.
- US$1.89 each for 200-999
- US$1.59 each for 1,000-4,999
- US$1.39 each for 5,000+

"Solicit prayer for the souls for whom you labor; present them before the church as subjects for their supplication. It will be just what the members of the church need, to have their minds called from their petty difficulties, to feel a great burden, a personal interest, for a soul that is ready to perish. As you do this, God will give you the Holy Spirit to convict and convert the soul."

*Testimonies, vol. 6, pp. 80, 81*

Signs Specials—**What the Bible Says About...** These 32-page, four-color booklets have been prepared by Signs of the Times® in conjunction with New Beginnings to complement the sermons on these key subjects. Each booklet uses a readable, magazinelike style, with short practical articles by a variety of writers, all focused on the Bible teaching on that topic. Each one is designed to reinforce the message and lead to a decision. Mail one of these each week to those who have requested Bible studies.

- What the Bible Says About Salvation—433003033
- What the Bible Says About Jesus' Return—433003035
- What the Bible Says About the Sabbath—433003034
- What the Bible Says About Death—433003036
- What the Bible Says About Prophecy—433003038
- What the Bible Says About God's Church—433003037

Signs of the Times® or El Centinela—There is no better way to supplement the Bible studies that you are sending to an individual than by sending a subscription to Signs of the Times® (English) or El Centinela (Spanish).

1-800-765-6955  AdventistBookCenter.com
Throughout the years The Desire of Ages, The Great Controversy, and Bible Readings have been proven soul-winners. ASI has worked with Pacific Press to offer the full-text version of these and other Spirit of Prophecy books for outreach in the most attractive and affordable format available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Single Copy</th>
<th>Case Lot 40</th>
<th>USA Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Desire of Ages</td>
<td>0-8163-1004-1</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
<td>$1.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Great Controversy</td>
<td>0-8163-1419-5</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
<td>$1.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Healing, Spanish</td>
<td>0-8163-9514-4</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
<td>$0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christ's Object Lessons,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible Readings</td>
<td>0-8163-0963-9</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td>$0.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**How to use:**

1. Distribute door-to-door.
2. Give as gifts.
3. Distribute to those attending on selected nights of the series or Bible study.
4. When you present the Gift of Prophecy, give The Desire of Ages. Encourage individuals to see how Ellen White spoke about Christ.
5. Give to newly baptized members.
6. Use as a gift when visiting a home.
7. Have extra copies on hand for unexpected opportunities—"Divine Appointments."

1-800-765-6955  AdventistBookCenter.com
Planting seeds for evangelism in your community

Evangelistic seeds must be planted before there can be a harvest of souls. Literature is an effective way to plant seeds. These can be handed out door-to-door, mailed to a zip code, given to friends, put in literature racks—whatever the method, they share God’s truth and love.

What’s Next?—This 16-page special issue of Signs of the Times deals with world conditions and how they relate to the second coming of Christ. This piece includes a Bible study enrollment card.

The Rapture: A Second Look—The popular Left Behind books and movies suggest that there will be a “secret” rapture of the saved, then a second chance will be given those who were not prepared. The Rapture: A Second Look explores the biblical teaching regarding the advent of Christ.

Either of the above:
1-99—USS.39 each, 100-999—USS.25 each, 1,000-4,999—USS.20 each,
5,000-9,999—USS.18 each, 10,000+—USS.16 each, mailed to a zip code—USS.45 each

Sharing books at sharing prices

The Marked Bible
by Charles L. Taylor
The classic story of a mother’s love, a rebellious son, and the transforming power of God’s Word. 0816308039 USS1.99

A Pause for Peace
by Clifford Goldstein
The Sabbath—a day of rest—is God’s recovery plan for spiritual renewal. True refreshment awaits as the reader discovers the practical joys and spiritual blessings of Sabbath keeping. 0816311080 USS1.99

Why So Many Denominations?
by Mark Finley and Steven Mosley
In this book, readers will find answers to their deepest questions. Explains why there are so many different churches and reveals principles to distinguish truth from error. 0816312184 USS1.99

Outrageous Grace
by Dwight K. Nelson
Pastor Dwight Nelson shows that God values relationships more than rules. He is a God of incredible grace whose loving goal is to take His children home to heaven. 0816316791 USS1.99

The Coming Global Crisis
by Marvin Moore
All of us face crises at various times in our lives, but the Bible warns of one that will impact the whole world. This book reveals how to prepare for what’s coming. 0816317984 Reg. USS1.99 SALE USS.97

Satisfied
by Mark Finley
In this brief but concentrated little book, Mark Finley of It Is Written television points to the only way any of us can ever become truly satisfied. 0816319553 Reg. USS1.99 SALE USS.97

1-800-765-6955 AdventistBookCenter.com
Reach Out For Life by E. Lonnie Melashenko
Anxiety, fear, and worry over war, terrorism, the struggling economy, divorce, financial concerns, death, and depression rob us of our ability to live life to its fullest. But in the midst of all the turmoil, there is a Source of peace. 081631991X US$1.99

Heaven Paused by Kurt Johnson
A powerful book that uses personal experiences and anecdotes that prove that God is never too busy to care, to hear, and to help. 0-8163-2023-3 US$1.99

Ask at your ABC or check the Web site for quantity pricing.

Satisfied, the best-selling sharing book by Elder Mark Finley, is now available in an audio version, read by the author. Share this with those who commute or may have trouble with reading.

Pocket Signs are convenient-sized eight-page “zine-ettes” that can be slipped into a book, purse, or pocket. Each one delivers a truth-filled article taken from the full-sized, monthly SIGNS. Include them with your bill payments, leave them in public phone booths, on buses or trains, and in airports. Topics include the Sabbath, Salvation, Prayer, and more. US$6.99 per package of 100

Where Was God? (Suffering)—4333002878
A Day to Remember (Sabbath)—4333002284
When Jesus Comes Again—4333002285
What Happens When You Die?—4333002286
Adventist Christians—4333002287

An Ancient Prophecy Reveals the Future (Daniel 2)—4333002613
You Can Live Forever (Salvation)—4333002614
How to Pray—4333002615
You Can Trust the Bible—4333002616

Steps to Christ
Thousands have met Jesus through this little book. And many more, including those who have walked with Him for years, have learned to know Him better through its pages. Available in English and Spanish, this Friendship Edition of Steps to Christ reveals Jesus as Savior to the world through culturally sensitive cover art that is free of stereotypes and beautifully presented.

African-American cover 0-8163-1800-X
Caucasian cover 0-8163-1799-2
Spanish cover 0-8163-1801-8
US$ .49 each. In cases of 100, US$24.99 per case.

This low-cost paperback edition is perfect for quantity distribution.
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Literature racks are a nontreating way to share the printed page! Wherever they are placed, people pick the literature—

**In your church foyer.**

**In your Community Services center.**

**In the offices of the professionals in your church.**

Pacific Press® has produced an abundance of witnessing materials at an affordable price. Here are some samples of what is available. Check with your Adventist Book Center to order racks and literature. Visit the Web site for a more complete list of titles and prices.

**Better Living Booklets:**
- A Better Parent (0816309426)
- Above Suffering and Guilt (081630940X)

**Lifestyle Series**
- Helping Kids Deal With Death (0816306990)
- How to Change Your Behavior (0816306540)

**Discovery Series**
- Let’s Get Acquainted (0816306915)
- Rescue From Beyond Orion (0816307741)

**Uplook Series**
- Alone Again (0816302510)
- Life’s Detours (0816300747)

**It Is Written Books**
- Faith Against the Odds (0816319952)
- Happiness Wall to Wall (0816308721)

**Voice of Prophecy Books**
- Amazing Grace (0816319901)
- When the Devil Makes an Offer (0816313989)

1-800-765-6955 AdventistBookCenter.com
Reconnecting with former and inactive members

Every church is concerned about individuals who once worshiped with us that are no longer attending. We simply must find the solution to the swinging back door and then take dramatic steps to keep the family whole.

Ten Who Left—What better way to find out why members leave than to ask them? In Ten Who Left, that is just what authors Fred Cornforth and Tim Lale have done. Each of these “exit interviews” concludes with questions for discussion or reflection. 0-8163-1298-2 US$8.99

Ten Who Came Back explores the thoughts, feelings, and fears of ten people who left the church but have come back with renewed dedication. Find out how these people were once again warmly embraced by the church. You might be the next person to welcome a returning member into your church. By Tim Lale and Pat Habada. 0-8163-1406-3 US$9.99

In It Takes A Church, authors Gary L. Hopkins and Joyce W. Hopp offer practical guidelines and a positive approach to providing spiritual and moral protection for our children by every church member. 0-8163-1904-9 US$8.99

We Can Keep Them in the Church
This book demonstrates how surrounding young people with caring adults who show true love and concern for them is actually lived out. In seven power-packed sections, church leaders such as Ron Flowers, Willie Oliver, Noelene Johnsson, Aileen Andres Sox, Steve Case, Jose Rojas, and Karl Haffner share a wealth of specific methods. 0-8163-1998-7 Paperback US$14.99

Searching for a God to Love by Chris Blake. This book reaches out to thinking people who desperately desire a belief system that goes beyond proof texts and anecdotal, simplistic reasoning. Packed with lively stories, intelligent dialogue, and believable hope, this is a book for family members, friends, and acquaintances who have never found a God they could love. 0-8163-1719-4 US$11.99

The Gift and The Morning by Kim Allan Johnson tell the story of the incarnation and resurrection of Christ and what they mean to us. These books could be just the right gift to warm the heart of a former member.
The Gift 0-8163-1768-2, The Morning 0-8163-1875-1 US$12.99 each
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Resources to use in evangelism

During an evangelistic series you will need literature to distribute at the meetings and to use in visitation. Here are some helpful ideas:

Premiums and incentives

These beautiful, large format, “magabooks” are inexpensive, and perfect as gifts for those who attend a certain number of evangelistic meetings, to give away in a drawing, or to give at certain points in a Bible study program.

The Great Controversy 0-8163-1941-3
US$7.99 each, US$4.99 each (20 or more)
Peace Above the Storm (Steps to Christ)
0-8163-1385-7 US$5.99
The Desire of Ages 0-8163-1865-4 US$7.99
Angels Among Us 0-8163-1792-5 US$5.99
The Amazing Prophecies of Daniel
0-8163-1651-1 US$5.99
Family Medical Guide 0-8163-9431-8 US$7.99

What the Bible Says About . . . These 32-page, four-color booklets have been prepared by Signs of the Times® in conjunction with New Beginnings to complement the sermons on key subjects. Each booklet uses a readable, magazine feature style, with short practical articles by a variety of writers, all focused on the Bible teaching on that topic. Each one is designed to reinforce the message and lead to a decision. For product pictures and information see p. 3.

Satisfied (How God Can Meet Your Deepest Needs) by Mark Finley. The Sharing Book for 2003 is designed to share hope with others. This book addresses from a biblical perspective guilt, loneliness, and other issues that people deal with.
0-8163-1955-3
Reg. US$1.99, SALE US$.97

In Outrageous Grace Dwight Nelson shows that God values relationships, not rules. He is a God of incredible grace whose loving goal is to take His children home to heaven.
0-8163-1679-1

Built to Last by Dwight Nelson.
Prepares stunning evidence that a divine Master Designer created our planet, and it is this same loving Creator-God who oversees our lives and promises us a home with Him in heaven.
0-8163-1680-5
Reg. US$1.99, SALE US$.47
Quantity pricing on Outrageous Grace
1-9—$1.99 each
10-99—$1.79 each
100-499—$1.49 each
500+—$1.99 each
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Sharing books from Steve Wohlberg

**Truth Left Behind**
Steve Wohlberg explores what the Bible really says about the rapture, the Tribulation, the antichrist, and his deadly mark. 0-8163-1846-8
- 1-4—US$7.99 each
- 5-10—US$5.99 each
- 11-24—US$5.49 each
- 25-49—US$4.99 each
- 50-99—US$4.49 each
- 100-499—US$3.99 each
- 500+—US$3.29 each

**The Antichrist Chronicles**
Best-selling prophecy novels and apocalyptic movies are focusing on a future rapture, a future tribulation, a future temple, and a future antichrist. Steve Wohlberg exposes an amazing end-time cover-up in this book. 0-8163-1908-1
- 1-9—US$4.95, Can$7.49 each
- 10-24—US$3.99 each
- 25-99—US$3.49 each
- 100+—US$2.99 each

Sharing booklets from Danny Shelton

**The Forgotten Commandment**
This book chronicles the beauty of the Sabbath and shares its value to people today. Danny Shelton carefully and kindly addresses the most common questions about the Sabbath and God’s law as he shares this precious gift from God. 0-8163-1906-4

**Does God Love Sinners Forever?**
Many Christians feel the Bible teaches that sinners will burn in the fires of hell forever and ever. Would a God of love burn sinners forever? Written in clear, easy-to-understand language, Does God Love Sinners Forever? looks at the weight of evidence, to see what the Bible really says. An ideal gift to someone who has no interest in the kind of God they’ve heard described in their own churches. 0-8163-1930-8

**Can We Eat Anything?**
Modern scientific research supports the validity of God’s original diet for human beings. If you want to live longer, happier, and more abundantly, then you need to know what God says about caring for your health. Can We Eat Anything? presents God’s plan for our physical lives—and shows how we can honor Him in everything. 0-8163-1931-6
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Healthful living resources

Our health message has been called the “right arm of the message” and “the entering wedge.” Use these resources in conjunction with health programs, public evangelism, literature racks and one-on-one sharing.

The Seventh-day Diet by Chris Rucker. This 240-page book contains a practical plan to apply the Adventist lifestyle to live a longer, healthier, and slimmer life. Includes dozens of vegetarian recipes, a personal exercise program, weight-loss principles, and more.

“One of the best books ever written on the Adventist lifestyle.”
0816318689 USS14.99

$.99 Sharing booklets on health topics

Control Your Weight
Winning the battle of weight control is made easier with these practical ideas.
0816309469

Keep in Shape
Here’s an upbeat look at the natural way to feel great and look terrific.
0816309485

Live With Stress
Learning to cope with stress is easier with these simple guidelines.
0816309507

God’s Plan for Your Well-being
Explores principles of healthful living from the Bible.
0816310580

Live Longer and Better
These practical guidelines will help you find better health and longer life. 0816309493

Resolve Your Stress
Go a step beyond living with stress to finding a solution.
0816309558

Reversing High Blood Pressure Naturally
Drs. Hans Diehl and Aileen Ludington present a medically sound cure, successfully used by thousands who took charge of their blood pressure. 081631425X

Reversing Obesity Naturally
Drs. Hans Diehl and Aileen Ludington offer a healthful and proven plan for permanent weight loss without feeling guilty or hungry. 081631098X
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Child evangelism

A child led to Christ has his entire life to serve Jesus. During evangelistic meetings it is important to have children's meetings. Here are some excellent materials to use as resources and giveaways.

Following Jesus, a Junior Baptismal Guide by Monte Church. This activity book contains ten Bible lessons, filled with illustrations, puzzles, word scrambles, matching games, and fill-in-the-blank exercises. Highly recommended by pastors and those who work with Juniors, this workbook makes preparation for baptism fun for children ages 9-12.

- English 0-8163-1864-6 US$4.99
- Spanish 0-8163-9426-1 US$4.99

Michael Asks Why by Sally Dillon. This creative adaptation for children of Ellen G. White's classic The Great Controversy, is a great way to direct their attention to important spiritual topics. Questions such as "Why do we have so many churches?" and "What will happen in the time of trouble?" are dealt with in a kid-friendly way that will keep children interested. An activity book is also available to help reinforce the lessons learned in fun and creative ways. 0-8163-1759-3 US$10.99


Affordable giveaways for children

Bible Treasures
Ten take-home magazines designed for children. Topics coincide with the major truths that the parents are learning in an evangelistic meeting, written at a child's level. Ensures that the child is learning the same truth as the parents. And as parents read the magazine to the children, the message is reinforced to them.

- Pack of 25 of one title, US$9.95
- Pack of 100 of one title, US$34.95

Colorful, story-filled magazines cover these ten topics.

1. Health 7. Signs of the Second Coming
2. God's Church 8. Manner of the Second Coming
5. Great controversy
6. Salvation
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New Beginnings DVD is a dynamic multimedia seminar that is illustrated by slides, video clips, and animated sequences. Any person can preach a fully illustrated sermon using the corresponding scripts. Twenty-six subjects are covered. Every member can present the message of truth to their communities.

New Beginnings DVD—4333002981 US$199.99

Abundant Living DVD
Contains two sets of health lectures. The Western series has 26 lectures with images and language targeted to people in industrialized countries, while the Village series includes 25 lectures and is targeted to people in developing countries.
4333003373 US$149.99

The Search Video Series
The fundamental doctrines of the church are presented with state-of-the-art graphics, music, video footage, voice-overs, and interviews in a news-magazine format. Set of 10 videos (20 lessons), 60 minutes each. Free reproducible study guides come with the video set.
4-3300-0204-0 Reg. US$149.95, SALE US$99.97

Israel in Prophecy
Steve Wohlberg explores the truth about a secret rapture, a rebuilt Jewish temple, the seven-year tribulation and more.
Six cassettes 4333002713, US$29.95
Five videos 4333002712, US$69.95

The Seventh Day
Hosted by Hal Halbrook, these videos trace the history of the Sabbath. Volume One uncovers its origin and meaning. Volume Two exposes the political and religious intrigue behind the Saturday-Sunday controversy in the early Christian church. Volume Three tells about the battle over the Sabbath during medieval times.
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Music for evangelism

To give as an attendance incentive

Songs of the Messiah
This sampler CD contains beautiful music from top Chapel artists designed to uplift the listener. The songs are arranged to tell the story of Christ’s life, from birth to resurrection, and complement the book, Messiah. At a price of only $3.97 this CD makes an affordable and memorable incentive gift. Artists include: Jaime Jorge, Wintley Phipps, The Heritage Singers, John Lomacang, The It Is Written Singers, and more. 4333003314

Instrumental music to play as people enter

Songs for My Friends, Phil Draper, piano
4333002969, CS 4333003069

Piano Favorites, Vol. 3
Tommy Shelton, piano
4333002965

Songs From My Heart
Donna Klein
CD 4333002780, CS 4333002781

Quiet Moments II
Kelly Mower, piano
4333002200, CS 4333002201

Visit your Adventist Book Center or check the Web site for more music.

Videos and DVD’s to show

Highly Exalted
(From It Is Written), Donna Klein,
4333002399, US$19.95

Great Hymns of the Faith
Donna Klein,
4333002779, US$19.95

Wintley Phipps Live
4333002610, US$19.98

30th Anniversary Reunion,
Heritage Singers,
4333002864, US$39.98
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"Many will depart from the faith and give heed to seducing spirits. Patriarchs and Prophets and The Great Controversy are books that are especially adapted to those who have newly come to the faith, that they may be established in the truth." Evangelism, p. 366.

**Walking Through the Bible with H.M.S. Richards**
This undated, daily devotional takes the reader from Genesis through Revelation in one year, giving the new member a daily devotional plan, and an overview of the entire Bible. 0816305307 US$14.99

**Messiah** by Jerry D. Thomas. Adapted from The Desire of Ages, this book will help the new member fall in love with Jesus. Hardcover 081631845X US$19.99 Paperback 0816319782 US$8.99 Ask your ABC or check the Web site for quantity pricing.

---

**The Conflict of the Ages Set** by Ellen G. White. This classic set of five volumes spans time from before the earth’s beginning to the fulfillment of God’s plan for His people. Patriarchs and Prophets gives the great panorama of patriarchal life, and shows God’s dramatic dealings with Israel. Prophets and Kings tells the story of Israel’s triumphs, defeats, backsliding, captivity, and reformation. The Desire of Ages is the best book ever written on the life of Christ. The Acts of the Apostles is a vivid account of the founding of the Christian church. The Great Controversy unveils the unseen battle between Christ and Satan, and looks ahead to the day sin’s reign will end. Hardcover 0-8163-0293-6 US$69.99 Newsprint 4-3330-0183-2 US$26.99 These books are available in many more versions, from leather-bound gift editions to inexpensive paperbacks. Ask at your ABC or check the Web site.

---

**The History of Redemption**

---

1-800-765-6955 AdventistBookCenter.com
How Signs of the Times® supports evangelism

For more than 125 years, Signs of the Times® has been planting seeds of truth that have borne a harvest of thousands of souls. A magazine can be in homes when no other voice of truth is near. It can convey God’s love at just the instant that a reader’s heart is open. Signs® can witness where we cannot. Here are ways Signs® can support the entire evangelism cycle of your church.

Get interests. A Signs® News Box in your community will bring Bible study interests to your church. (Every issue contains a Bible study response card.)

Give to interests. Send Signs® to those on your church interest list before your evangelistic meetings begin. This will be planting seeds in the minds of these individuals.

Give to new members. When an evangelistic series is over, send Signs® to all those who attended to keep the voice of truth speaking.

Ask your Adventist Book Center about the News Box Program and special quantity pricing.

What Signs® does:
1. Addresses all major teachings of the Seventh-day Adventist Church each year.
2. Provides inspirational, faith-building stories that touch the heart.
3. Discusses life issues and health principles that everyone must face.

Only US$12.49 per 12-month subscription. (Add $4.00 for addresses outside the US.)

Spanish and French

Speaking from their unique cultural perspectives, these outreach journals point the way to the light of God’s truth. Each issue contains articles on the Bible, health, current events, and family living.

(12 issues per year) US$9.99 (Add $4.00 outside the US.)

Quantity pricing and News Box programs available through your ABC.
Know the norms

The Church Manual shows how every department functions, and what the role of the leader is.

We are grateful to God for the privilege to belong to His church, the Remnant Church, and without a doubt we are certain that the Seventh-day Adventist church, of which we are members and dedicate our lives, is the true church with the unmistakable characteristics revealed and accepted in the Bible.

Before we become members of the church, all, without exception, are instructed and accept the 27 doctrines that are the fundamental beliefs of our hope and faith. For this reason I believe that all Adventists are “...prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you have” 1 Peter 3:15.

Inspite of it, the percentage of members that know the structure, organization and administration of our church is small.

The unity of the church

It is a privilege to be a Seventh-day Adventist, if we understand that we are members of the body of Christ of which He is the head. The Bible refers to this church in these terms: “Body of Christ” (Eph. 4:12); “Church of the living God” (1 Tim. 3:15); in addition, we know that the church has the following characteristics: prophetic origin, with a prophetic and apostolic message, a world mission with a message for “every nation, tribe, tongue and people” (Rev. 14:16).

This church symbolizes a body with many members, functions and preserves the unity according to the words of the apostle Paul: “Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace. There is one body and one Spirit — just as you were called to one hope when you were called — one Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all” (Ephesians 4:3-6).

Here we find a reference that the ministry of the church should also be manifest through the unity of its structure, organization and administration. We recognize that this unity in a great measure is the result of a system of ecclesiastic government directed by the Church Manual.

“Just as there can be no living, active body unless its members are organically united and functioning together under central control, so there can be no living, growing, prospering church unless its members are organized into a united body, all performing their God-given duties and functions under the direction of a divinely constituted authority” Church Manual, p. 34.

Every member should know how the church is organized, to do so, it is necessary to read the Church Manual, since in it is found all that pertains to its administration, structure, and organization. If this were possible, at least, each church officer should obtain a copy and share it with the others. Many of the questions presented by the brethren are found clearly and well documented in the Church Manual.

Special worth

Reading this material, you too can find a summary of the 27 fundamental beliefs that we possess as a church. The responsibilities and duties of the church leaders, in relation to nominations, church discipline and other important matters are discussed in detail. Many churches are taking as an administrative guide and procedure “the elders tradition” and not the concepts established in the Church Manual. Why does that happen? Simply because they are not acquainted with the guiding principles of the church.

On one occasion a brother, president of a state college and university professor whom I was privileged to prepare for baptism, told me with great surprise: “Pastor, I thought that the locale where I met was an organized church, but I discovered that it is only an organized group. What can we do to organize it as a church? I can tell you in advance that we have a brother who is quite old to be the elder . . .”

I was surprised by this brother’s words because I thought I had prepared him very well for baptism. Thus, I recognized that I made an error in giving him only the doctrines and failed to teach him how our church is organized. Just like that brother, there are many more members who have no idea what it means to be a church elder.

Translated by Gladys B. Ríos.
The Need for Doctrinal Preaching

There is too much prejudice against doctrine in our day, especially against doctrinal preaching. Some hold that doctrines are too obscure, too difficult to explain to the lay mind, and that, since there are so many different opinions, such discussions and sermons result in confusion rather than knowledge. Sadly, some have gone so far as to claim it does not matter what a man believes so long as he behaves himself and attends church.

How can a man live right if he does not understand the Bible? Why should he be interested in and faithful to a church if he does not understand its position on matters of faith? Doctrinal preaching is simply teaching the Bible.

The spiritual anemia in our church life is due to these prevailing ideas and this dread of doctrinal preaching. Church members very often do not know where they stand on matters of faith. It is not uncommon to hear a layman or even a pastor discuss a doctrine contrary to the prevailing position of his church. It is a sad state of affairs that so many of our church members are doctrinal infants.

We can never have a full blooded, mature church or a strong Christianity until we have mature Christians. To be mature, we must know doctrine. We desperately need a revival of doctrinal preaching from our pulpits. Theology will then be clear and we will automatically eliminate our conflicts and many differing opinions. This will also bring about a Bible-reading, thinking, and faithful membership.

We must be concerned about this deep-rooted ignorance which concerns every position we hold dear. Hazy ideas and hearsay are often the only knowledge many have on great cardinal doctrines. As goes the preacher, so goes the church. Therefore throw out stunts and campaigns, and preach doctrine to fill those empty pews. Preach doctrine and dust off the balcony seats. Hold fast sound teaching and avoid those book reviews, and watch the evening congregation swell. Preach tomorrow's newspaper written centuries ago. Let your members know that when you preach, the world is left outside. Stir their souls with the word of God. Stop talking about a better Christian world until your members know what it is to be a Christian.

Trim your sails to suit men and you will trim your effectiveness for Christ. Sweeten your sermons with the soothing talk of men and you will give your congregation spiritual diabetes. Preach on popular ideas and your folks will try the way of the world and bring its dregs to your door. Preach on the great doctrines and let them know God and the riches of His word.

This old world is hungry and knows not the nature of its own appetite. It is hungry for the Bread of Life, the word of God, the authority for life and eternity. Preach doctrine, and these hungry hearts will be filled. Preach doctrine, and we will shake this old world and awaken it to a realization of its God-given responsibilities. We will then turn people back to God and into paths of peace and happiness. Our people are growing lean on the things of the world and only slumber in their own confusion as the alarm is sounded. Preach God's word and doctrine regularly and carefully until at last there stand about us strong, mature believers ready for the fray against sin, ready to carry the gospel to the world.

Arthur H. Stainback wrote this article that appeared in The Signs of the Times in 1946.
(Continued from page 5)

By the Elder's side

Pilar: I believe it's reaching the brethren's heart.
Vicky: The greatest difficulty for the elders is lack of time. They must schedule their time very well.
Nieves: For those who live in rural areas the problem is money, more so when the offering is lost. Also the lack of support from the brethren.
Teresa: Ingratitude.
Laura: That the brethren may understand the meaning of team work, having the same objectives and visions.

Elder: Is there a project being developed in your church now?
Lucinda: We would like to have electricity and water, since those utilities are basic and we don't have them. In our spiritual life my husband studies the Bible with people of the community, not only with church members where we belong.
Pilar: There are several and for that reason we very much insist in reform in the church.
Vicky: I've been the treasurer of the Southern Church for more than five years. I'm also part of the committee for Personal Ministry and Small Groups. We have a great challenge: more than 400 persons have requested Bible studies. We changed the church pews (more than 40 years old) and thank God we now have new pews and a beautiful church.
Nieves: At present we have no new projects, but our main need is restrooms, and that they become a reality at any moment. Spiritually, our project is to have a campaign in a brother's home.
Teresa: That the church grows with God's help, and improve on the elder's work.
Laura: At this time our great project is to build a new entrance to the church. We need the help of all the brethren in order to make this a reality. It's a great challenge, but we believe that we will finish it soon.

Elder: How do you budget your time to take care of your husband, your work, the church and your family?
Lucinda: I get up, pray and prepare breakfast, do my routine housework or fieldwork, planting, picking and taking care of my children. When I visit I take my children and take to other people words of hope.
Pilar: The success in this world is to find equilibrium without neglecting any aspect of life. The important part is to take care of all those items.
Vicky: Now it's becoming easier to administer to the church, because the girls are grown up. But when they were small they went to all church activities, and we have seen the fruits: they are good professionals using their gifts in God's service.
Nieves: We get up early. After worship we work in the field until 3 p.m. After arriving at home we dedicate some time to Bible study, and then continue with other activities.
Teresa: Everything is possible with God's help.
Laura: We have divided schedules for the church and our work, study and home. Thus we obtain equilibrium without neglecting or overdoing it in one of those areas. As a result there is a better relationship in the family.

Elder: What message would you like to share with other elders wives?
Lucinda: It was very good to have attended the meeting to learn and then be able to share that knowledge with other people. I would say to the sisters to take courage and come to the next seminar for elder's wives.
Pilar: It is profitable to get together for such occasions in order to share our experience, find comfort and renew our strength.
Vicky: The only thing that you should do is to open your hearts and let Jesus abide in it.
Nieves: Not to get discouraged as they perform the Lord's work even if it is not easy. We must move forward regardless of the suffering, but it's worth it since what awaits us in heaven is much better. I'm sure that God hears your prayers.
Teresa: We are at the end, and it's when we must pray, unite and prepare ourselves to be a real help to our husbands.
Laura: Let's pray without ceasing so that the Holy Spirit may be able to direct our husband's ministry and that we may become the coworkers that they need so much.

From the magazine Ancião, October – December, 2002. Translated by Antonio A. Ríos.
They were two women, one chose to develop interior beauty. She had time for her heavenly Father, in the first place. The other woman preferred to make the world around her more pleasing. She worked carefully and with energy.

In Bethany, at the house of Lazarus, Mary and Martha, Jesus found rest and companionship. Since He didn’t own His own house He stayed with them very often.

Mary was accused of being indifferent, because she sat at Jesus’ feet to listen to Him; the Master approved what others criticized. “Mary was enriching her spirit with the beautiful words proceeding from the Savior’s lips, words that had greater value for her than the most magnificent jewels of earth.”

Mary observed what others didn’t see and she dedicated her full attention to the words of Christ more than others around Him. Martha, in turn, was always busy, doing her best to please the Master.

She went and came busy with all the details. Martha was an industrious woman. She loved Jesus very much and she wished to make Him comfortable and stood out by her example of active piety. As she worked for others she experienced great satisfaction. She was always willing to serve.

Generally, as we remember these women in the passage in Luke 10:38-42, Mary is exalted to the detriment of Martha. Therefore, I would like to share with you my opinion about them.

I can imagine Mary on one side, seating at the feet of Jesus, listening with reverence and devotion. Quoting Jesus: “Mary has chosen what is better, and it will not be taken away from her” Luke 10:42.

Martha was in another world. As they sat at the table she was the one serving, she was the one busy taking care of all the details. Even today these two types of women are necessary. It would be of great advantage if one could develop both virtues: (1) deep spiritual life, with time to sit at Jesus’ feet, and (2) a life of service working with care and energy.

**Martha’s difficulties**

Many things occupy our time: the home, a career, work, church activities and our responsibility toward the community.

You can be (1) a tired housewife, extenuated, because there is always something else to do and you have no time to rest; (2) a young student busy studying for a career; (3) a lady who works outside the home, who would like to have some rest, therefore it is difficult because she is overwhelmed by her duties and commitments of her job.

Perhaps you are living more than one of these situations, since today it is very common for a woman to take care of her home, work outside and struggle to obtain professional success. Besides, if you were a member under obligation and involved with the duties of the church, being a leader and not just a spectator, this would require responsibility, time and perseverance.

Therefore, no matter what our situation might be, we need to spend time close to God.
Mary’s devotion

How can I maintain a close relationship with the Lord and understand what is His will for me?

Through prayer and Bible study. “The Bible is God’s voice speaking to us, as sure as if we could hear it literally.” Testimonies, vol. 6, p. 393.

Through prayer I speak with Him. “The Lord has heard my cry for mercy; the Lord accepts my prayer” Psalm 6:9. Consequently, a point of communication is established.

Through His Word, God communicates with us in a personal way: “My son, if you accept my word and store up my commands within you, and if you look for it as for silver and search for it as for hidden treasure, then you will understand the fear of the Lord and find the knowledge of God” Proverbs 6:1, 4, 5.

Many times we are blind and cannot perceive the depth of meaning of heavenly light that shines from the pages of the Bible. Sometimes we only see the surface; therefore we need to go deeper in the study of the Scripture as if we were looking for a hidden treasure.

Peter also speaks to us with the wisdom of Solomon: “Like newborn babies, crave pure spiritual milk, so that by it you may grow up in your salvation” (1 Peter 2:2). When a baby desires milk, he cries, shouts and kicks his legs, until the milk arrives and then sucks untiringly. This should be our attitude toward the word of God; nothing else can totally satisfy our inner desires.

Being Mary and Martha

It’s an excellent idea to have a bag or a small worship box. Therein you could keep the devotional material: the Bible, the quarterly, a meditation book, a Spirit of Prophecy book or some other book of particular interest, a small block of paper, pencil, pen, etc. All that we need will be there at our reach in an organized form, and ready for the best moment to have our devotional. Thus we can carry our bag or box with the materials anywhere. Wherever we go we can have our personal sanctuary.

Prayer lifts us to God. Prayer is essential for a deep relationship with Jesus. I am not referring to a fast prayer or an attitude of prayer—when I do the dishes or take care of the laundry, when I travel, when I walk—but without a special prayer. “But when you pray, go into your room, close the door and pray to your Father, who is unseen. Then your Father, who sees what is done in secret, will reward you” Matthew 6:6.

This seems to indicate that we need a specific time to pray during the entire day, so that, in secret, alone with your Father, we may “pour our souls” and place our burdens on Him so that He can fortify us in His power and wisdom.

To dedicate time to search for God through His word and prayer, will be like Mary, a woman of deep spiritual life. When this takes first place in our life, miraculously the time is sufficient to satisfy all our daily needs. Work will be properly and carefully done. The person we love will be taken care of and our lives will be transformed.

However, if we don’t lose the sensibility to perceive other people’s needs and we always had something to share, we will remember Martha. Our abnegation and the spirit of sacrifice have always been a requirement of an acceptable service. Christ says that true religion is practicing compassion and showing love at home, in church, and in the world. Pure and spotless religion is not a feeling, but the practice of works of mercy and love.

Our supreme example is Jesus. He prayed, healed the sick, fed the multitudes, nevertheless He took time to renew His strength through prayer and meditation, in order to be in communion with His Father.

“All who work for God must possess a mixture of the attributes of Martha and Mary—good will to serve and sincere love for the truth. Our own self is the egotism that must be lost sight of. God requires faithful servants, prudent, affectionate, and tender.” Christian Service, p. 27.

May each one of us be able to fulfill the ministry assigned by God, and may the Lord find in us women who are willing to serve Him, to assume the responsibility to work for Him, with Martha’s dedication, but placing before everything else sitting at the feet of Jesus following Mary’s example, whose desire was none other than to follow her Master’s example.

Susana Giaccarini de Bruno is an associate for Women’s Ministries in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Translated by Antonio A. Ríos.
Shepherd the little lambs
At what level are you placing the children in your list of pastoral priorities?
Evelyn Omaña

A professor stood before his students having some objects scattered on the desk before him. Without saying a word he took a large empty pitcher and filled it with stones, each about two inches in diameter. He immediately asked the students if the pitcher were full. Evidently, all answered yes. The professor then poured a container of smaller stones into the pitcher and shook it lightly. That, in reality, made it look as if the smaller stones had filled the spaces between the larger stones. Again, he asked the students if the pitcher were full. The answer was the same as before.

The students smiled when the professor took a box of sand and poured it in the pitcher. The sand then filled all the spaces left. “Now” said the professor, consider this pitcher as your life.” The larger stones represent the most important things in life: the family, health, the children, anything so important that it would be considered a great loss if it were missing. The smaller stones represent other things that are important, such as professional career, houses and possessions.

The sand represents everything else. Had it been poured into the pitcher first, there wouldn’t have been space for the larger and smaller stones. Likewise in life, if we dedicate our time and energy on things that are less important and smaller, we’ll never have room for things that are essential. It’s a matter of learning to prioritize our assignments.

A reflection
As a church facing many demands and needs, sometimes it seems impossible to be able to take time to consider whether our children’s ministry is functioning properly, or are we directing it in a way that will elevate it and shape it in such a manner that it will be a definite help to the children. We run the risk of being trapped in the myth according to which if we move ahead introducing some changes in our priorities, we will lose the approval of the people or promote chaos in the congregation. That type of thinking is no help in the light of the reality we are facing.

A vision of the present church allows us to notice that a significant number of members place themselves between 15 and 35 years of age. Those are adolescent and young parents with small children who attend Sabbath School classes. With that in mind we could ask ourselves: at what level am I placing the children on my list of ministerial priorities? Am I giving them a treatment of “sand-and-stone”, or am I evaluating them through the priority I assign to my ministry to them? Those children represent the people who will be leading in the local or institutional church, or perhaps they will become leaders in society.

Questions to consider
Not long ago, I was present at a great ministerial meeting, during which a lady asked some hard and difficult questions:
- Why do we choose the best teachers for the adult Sabbath School classes only?
- Why do we give the children only the old equipment discarded by the adults?
- Why do we appoint leaders for the different children’s ministries in church without giving them the appropriate training?
- Why are many churches interested in building large and comfortable rooms for adults, when those for the children are small and uncomfortable?
- Why, very frequently do we ignore the children when we choose those who will participate during the worship hour?

An honest analysis of these questions makes us conclude that we could definitely arrange our priorities to accommodate our children. It’s easy to reach a situation in which, like Jesus’ disciples, we
are tempted, in one way or another, to push the children away from Him because our minds are overwhelmed with adults’ priorities.

When the Master spoke to His disciples for them not to forbid them to come to Him, He was speaking to His followers of all ages—officers of the churches, pastors, elders and all Christians. Christ is calling the children and orders us “Let them come unto Me.”

As we consider this topic, we don’t want to say that the church simply is not interested in the children. Perhaps many members do not clearly understand the importance of ministering to the children according to their ages. If we want to keep the youth in the church, we must pay attention to them while they are children.

We need to identify the needs of each age group and to promote a unique and appropriate environment for the children. The church that cannot provide such an environment—adequate furniture for the children’s developing bodies, well-balanced and interesting programs, loving care and active participation is sending their children a negative message. That could contribute later to their emotional separation and later on to a physical separation from the church.

If we really want to see their generation involved and identified with the church we must act now. We must take attitudes that will make them look at the church, not as a place where we must go because the parents, friends and other individuals expect that of us, but as the place where we worship our Creator in a dynamic and friendly relationship.

**Immediate action**

If we really want to see our church fulfilling our children’s needs, the following suggestions are worthy of consideration. Try to implement them with enthusiasm and determination.

Find specific ways to change the church environment into an attractive and secure one for the children. Inspect carefully the available resources for the project. Verify if they have been arranged with the children in mind. The environment we create will help the children concentrate on what is being done and will help reach the goal that is being sought.

Try to make the children feel welcome. Some individuals, especially young people, should welcome them during a special moment of the worship hour or as they come to church.

Include the children during the worship hour. Children learn by doing. We cannot expect for boys and girls to enjoy their church if they only sit and observe what is taking place around them. Allow them to regularly participate as readers, receptionists, speakers, helpers, masters of ceremony and any other appropriate way.

Place the equipment and bathroom facilities with the children in mind. Lower the drinking fountain or place a step so that it will become accessible to them. Invite them to the podium during the pastoral prayer. Look for responsibilities that can be performed reverently instead of requiring of the children an austere attitude.

Let us remember that the children are listening to the sermon. Catch their attention by asking them questions, showing a picture, telling a story or using an attractive illustration. Remember the power of the choruses, movements and singing. Encourage the children to participate in the sermon. Ask them questions and thank them for their participation.

The goal of the Department of Children’s Ministry in our church is to help the children develop a long relationship, redemptive, spiritual and loving with God and His church. We can prepare today’s children so that they can feel they belong to the kingdom of God, and that the church is their church, a place where they love to be.

Evelyn Omaña is Director of the Children’s Ministry in the Inter-American Division. Translated by Antonio A. Ríos.
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The great need of the

Holy Spirit

Ellen G. White

God has not appointed any man guide, nor
made any man conscience for another;
therefore let human hands be withheld from
restraining His servants who feel the burden to
enter His vineyard to labor. Let God work with His
own chosen agents by His Holy Spirit. No human
being is to sit in judgment upon his brother. Neither
are any to feel that they can handle roughly the
precious pearls for which Christ gave His life.

The pearl, the precious human pearl, was found
by Christ. Let man be warned; be careful how you
treat the Lord’s "peculiar treasure." All discourtesy,
all pain, all neglect, which these souls suffer at
your hands, is charged against you as inflicted
upon Jesus Christ. They are not to be treated in a
lordly, commanding manner.

Laws and rules are being made at the centers
of the work that will soon be broken into atoms. Men
are not to dictate. It is not for those in places of
authority to employ all their powers to sustain some,
while others are cast down, ignored, forsaken, and
left to perish. But it is the duty of the leaders to lend
a helping hand to all who are in need.

Let each work in the line which God may indicate
to him by His Holy Spirit. The soul is accountable
to God alone. Who can say how many avenues of
light have been closed by arrangements which the
Lord has not advised nor instituted?

The Lord does not ask permission of those in
responsible positions when He wishes to use
certain ones as His agents for the promulgation
of truth. But He will use whom He will use. He
will pass by men who have not followed His
counsel, men who feel capable and sufficient to
work in their own wisdom; and He will use oth-
ers who are thought by these supposedly wise
ones to be wholly incompetent. Many who have
some talent think that they are necessary to the
cause of God. Let them beware lest they stretch
themselves beyond their measure, and the Lord
shall leave them in their own ways, to be filled
with their own doings. None are to exercise their
human authority to bind the minds and souls of
their fellowmen. They are not to devise and put
in practice methods and plans to bring every
individual under their jurisdiction.
Those who know the truth are to be worked by the Holy Spirit, and not themselves to try to work the Spirit. If the cords are drawn much tighter, if the rules are made much finer, if men continue to bind their fellow-laborers closer and closer to the commandments of men, many will be stirred by the Spirit of God to break every shackle, and assert their liberty in Christ Jesus. If men would act toward their fellow-men as to those whom Christ loves, if they would obey the commandment to "love thy neighbor as thyself," there would be sweet harmony among the brethren. How much better it would be if those who claim to be Christians would behave like Christians.

How much better it would be if all would cease speaking of their own good works and ways, indulging their self-esteem; refrain from the putting forth of the finger, imagining evil, and using their influence to weaken, oppress, and destroy. If men will not come to the terms made by the leading workers, they will not entertain them; they do not care what results may follow their injustice. With them it is rule or ruin. God has not appointed any man to do such work. And no human being shall be permitted to prescribe my liberty or intrench upon the perfect freedom of my brethren, without hearing my voice lifted in protest against it.

God will move upon men of humble position in society, men who have not become insensible to the bright rays of light through so long contemplating the light of truth, and refusing to make any improvement or advancement therein. Many such will be seen hurrying hither and thither, constrained by the Spirit of God to bring the light to others. The truth, the word of God, is as a fire in their bones, filling them with a burning desire to enlighten those who sit in darkness. Many, even among the uneducated, now proclaim the words of the Lord. Children are impelled by the Spirit to go forth and declare the message from Heaven. The Spirit is poured out upon all who will yield to its promptings, and, casting off all man's machinery, his binding rules and cautious methods, they will declare the truth with the might of the Spirit's power. Multitudes will receive the faith and join the armies of the Lord.

Many of those who are professedly followers of the Lord at the present time do not submit themselves to the guidance of His Spirit, but try to harness up the Holy Spirit, and drive it in their way. All such must abandon their self-sufficiency, and yield themselves unreservedly to the Lord, that He may work out His good pleasure in and through them. The seven last plagues are about to descend upon the disobedient. Many have let the gospel invitation go unheeded; they have been tested and tried; but mountainous obstacles have seemed to loom up before their faces, blocking their onward march. Through faith, perseverance, and courage, many will surmount these obstructions and walk out into the glorious light. Almost unconsciously barriers have been erected in the strait and narrow way; stones of stumbling have been placed in the path; these will all be rolled away. The safeguards which false shepherds have thrown around their flocks will become as naught; thousands will step out into the light, and work to spread the light. Heavenly intelligences will combine with the human agencies. Thus encouraged, the church will indeed arise and shine, throwing all her sanctified energies into the contest; thus the design of God is accomplished; the lost pearls are recovered. Prophets have discerned this grand work afar off, and have caught the inspiration of the hour, and traced the wonderful descriptions of things yet to be.

Our people have had great light, and yet much of our ministerial force is exhausted on the churches, in teaching those who should be teachers; enlightening those who should be "the light of the world;" watering those from whom should flow springs of living water; enriching those who might be veritable mines of precious truth; repeating the gospel invitation to such as should be scattered to the uttermost parts of the earth communicating the message of Heaven to many who have not had the privileges which they have enjoyed; feeding those who should be in the byways and highways heralding the invitation, "Come; for all things are
Someone is Defacing the Sanctuary Doctrine

And it Isn't Pretty

A timely volume that strongly affirms the biblical foundation of the sanctuary message, and will be a valuable resource for ministers and church members alike.

In books, on the Internet, and through his own publication, an outspoken former Adventist minister is claiming that the 1844 investigative judgment doctrine is a sham that can't be supported biblically. He also labels Ellen White a "false prophet."

In Graffiti in the Holy of Holies author and church apologist Clifford Goldstein examines the arguments against Ellen White and the pre-Adventist judgment and responds point-by-point. The result is a thoughtful and clear defense that goes beyond his earlier Graffiti Made Simple on revealing the Bible-based, gospel-uplifting truth about the sanctuary.

An impassioned response to recent attacks on the sanctuary and Ellen White...
now ready." Come to the gospel feast; come to the supper of the Lamb; "for all things are now ready."

Now is the time for earnest wrestling with God. Our voices should join with the Savior's in that wonderful prayer: "Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven." Let the whole earth be filled with His glory. Many may ask, "Who is sufficient for these things?" The responsibility rests upon every individual. "Not that we are sufficient of ourselves to think anything as of ourselves; but our sufficiency is of God." The scheme of salvation is not to be worked out under the laws and rules specified by men. There must be no fixed rules; our work is a progressive work, and there must be room left for methods to be improved upon. But under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, unity must and will be preserved.

All the revelations of the past bring added responsibilities upon the workers in these last days. The past, present, and future are linked together. We must learn lessons from the experiences of other ages.

If there are any of our brethren who think that they have devised plans by which they can secure a monopoly of any line of God's work, they are released from all such burdens. Individually we form a part of the great whole, fulfilling our part in the scenes foreseen long ages ago. In the counsels of God a place was assigned to every person, and each one is to devote his entire ability, his influence, the energy of his whole being, in an earnest endeavor to discharge the responsibility laid upon him. It is the duty of every intelligent human, to put into daily practice the instructions of Christ in the seventeenth chapter of John by living a practical, Christian life.

We are to be united to one another in the bonds of Christ like love. This is the path marked out for all. By following in it, without boasting, without self-exaltation, we may satisfy the high claims of God upon us. If any are inclined to boast of their superior talents, let them bear in mind that these talents are another's, only lent to them for a season, and that if they are not employed in the Lord's work, they will be taken from them. Make no boasts of your extensive knowledge and influence.

The great plan of redemption connects every man with his fellow-laborer. The influence of the past helps to mold the work of the present, and that in its turn enables us to lay hold of the work line after line, upon which we may carry on the future work. All these agencies have a close relation, not only to time, but to the endless ages of the future, reaching into eternity.

Let man now cease to trust in man. While they should respect God's plan for unity of action, let all remember that the Holy Spirit is molding and fashioning the human agent in the divine similitude. The life that is hid with Christ in God is revealed through men. We are now living in the closing scenes of this world's history. Let men tremble with the sense of the responsibility of knowing the truth. The ends of the world are come. Proper consideration of these things will lead all to make an entire consecration of all that they have and are to their God.

There should be no boasting, no seeking for the highest places; but all should be ambitious to do with fidelity, with an eye single to the glory of God, the sacred work which it is our exalted privilege to engage in. The eye should not be so constantly looking to man, studying the plans which men devise; but rather seeking for knowledge of the plans which are determined by the Source of all wisdom. Then there will be no danger of having plans for the work contaminated by flowing through impure human channels.

Look to God; pray to God; wait and watch and pray to God; work for God. The weighty obligation of warning a world of its coming doom is upon us. From every direction, far and near, calls are coming to us for help. The church, devotedly consecrated to the work, is to carry the message to the world: Come to the gospel feast; the supper is prepared, come. The weak must not now trust in finite men if they would be as David, and David as the angel of the Lord. If we have ever importuned God, wrestling for His blessing as did Jacob, let it be now.

God calls to the church to arise and clothe herself with the garments of Christ's righteousness. Crowns, immortal crowns, are to be won. The kingdom of heaven is to be gained. A world, perishing in sin, is to be enlightened. The lost pearl is to be found. The lost sheep is to be brought back in safety to the fold. Who will join in the search? Who will bear the light to those who are wandering in the darkness of error?

This article was first published in *Review and Herald*, July 23, 1895.
Illustrations & seeds for sermons

Time for sale

*Teach us to number our days aright, that we may gain a heart of wisdom. Ps. 90:12.*

A certain man once had a dream, so the story goes, in which he found himself wailing past a bank that displayed the strange sign: "Time for sale." Going inside to investigate, he found a long line of people before a wicket. Standing there, he listened as various people explained why they wanted to buy time. One man had just learned that he had a malignant disease which could have been treated successfully one year ago, but which had now gone too far. He wanted to buy back that one year. A sad-faced couple wished to buy twenty years. Their son had been sentenced to prison for murder, and realizing that he had fallen because of their parental neglect, they wanted to begin again. A shabbily dressed man wanted thirty years in which to get the education he had neglected to gain when he was young.

Many people have waking dreams, in which they wish they could buy back the wasted years. But time once spent can never be recalled. Unfortunately, this is one important lesson that few learn in youth.

Time passes very rapidly once one has passed childhood. A friend of mine, driving in a car with an old man of ninety-four, remarked, "I suppose it must seem like a long time since you were a boy."

"Son," the old gentleman answered, "it seems like yesterday."

Time has value only as it is spent for eternity. Unless we spend our time as an investment in eternity we are wasting it, and worse than wasting it. We are like the army of the mad Roman emperor, or Gaius Caligula, which, instead of being prepared to protect the empire, was put to the task of gathering pretty shells on the seashore.

Let us "apply our hearts unto wisdom" and make the very best of every passing hour in terms of eternal values.

Relieving life's strain

*Trust in the Lord forever, for the Lord, the Lord, is the Rock eternal. Isa. 26:4.*

Placed at prominent positions around factories or on construction jobs safety posters are frequently seen illustrating the right and wrong way of doing certain tasks. One such poster depicts the right and wrong way to lift a heavy load from the floor. The wrong procedure is to try to lift the load while bending from the waist with the knees straight. The correct way is to lift with bent knees and thus relieve the strain on the back and avoid the danger of damaging muscles or tendons.

We see in this safety placard an important spiritual lesson. Are we lifting the right or the wrong way the various loads that life lays before us day by day? Do we bend our knees before God in prayer, asking Him for strength and wisdom to accomplish our tasks, or do we unwisely depend on our own feeble spiritual strength, which is often unequal to the demands placed upon it?

Endeavoring to lift a heavy physical load without bending the knees makes one liable to an injured back. Similarly, if we try alone and in our own strength to lift many of the loads of temptation, trials, and problems that are our daily lot, we are endangering our spiritual tendons and muscles. If we continue the practice we are sure sooner or later to find ourselves as spiritual invalids. As we go to Him in prayer each morning and all through the day, we receive the strength we need. Therefore let us "pray without ceasing" for help with our every
problem and let us “Trust in the Lord for ever, for the Lord, the Lord, is the Rock eternal.”

Strength for the day

. . . And your strength will equal your days.
Deut. 33:25.

Sometimes when we think of the intrepid courage and faith of Christianity’s heroes, from the time of Stephen to missionaries of our own day, who have risked and are risking, and sometimes even are losing their lives for the gospel, we look inward and tremble. We realize that we do not have the spiritual or moral endurance to meet what they have met.

But does this necessarily mean that we could not endure what they have, should God lead us to similar experiences? The question was answered by the great evangelist Dwight L. Moody. On one occasion, after he had preached a stirring sermon on the faith of the martyrs, he was approached by someone who asked, “Mr. Moody, do you have faith enough to be a martyr?”

“No.” was the evangelist’s response.

Shocked, his questioner exclaimed, “Mr. Moody, how could you preach a sermon such as that about faith if you do not have faith enough to be a martyr?”

“If God wants me to be a martyr, He will give me a martyr’s faith,” Moody answered.

If our faith is to be tried today, He will enlarge our faith to meet the test.

The good old days

Do not say, “Why were the old days better than these? For it is not wise to ask such questions.
Eccl. 7:10.

The ancient Roman god Janus, after which our month January is named, was depicted with two faces, looking in opposite directions. In this respect he is a representative of two types of people: those who look to the past and those who look to the future. The first type gazes back wistfully at the “good old days,” when everything was “nearer to the heart’s desire.” Comparing things as they are now with what they were like then, they think that they can see little to recommend to the present.

Some years ago F. D. Nichol told in the Review and Herald of how he once asked Willie White, son of Ellen G. White, about the “good old day” of the denomination. Elder White considered a few moments, and then answered seriously, “Brother, there were no ‘good old days.’”

The truth is that yesterday, as well as today, had its problems, its failings, its follies, and its frustrations.

About the only reason past years look better to some than the present is that the years mellow old times as well as old photographs.

The second type of person looks to the future for the golden days. One famous old-time historian said that the hope of the human race has always been in the coming of better times. The farmer with the poor crop this year looks to a bumper on next year.

The miner, down on his luck, hopes to make a million-dollar find at his next dig. The practical thing is to live in the present for the future. God has a glorious future in store for His people. Let us prepare for it today.

He will come

So do not throw away your confidence; it will be richly rewarded. You need to persevere so that when you have done the will of God, you will receive what He has promised. For in just a very little while, He who is coming will come and will not delay. Heb. 10:35-37.

The sermon had ended, and the crowd was surging out of the large auditorium. Many faces showed signs of deep thought, for the preacher had just spoken powerfully of the signs that foretell the imminent return of Christ.

As I stood watching, one man, evidently recognizing me as being connected with the meetings, approached and addressed me with his cynical statement: “I heard the same old story twenty years ago.”

Imagine another place and another large gathering of people. They too are listening to a preacher as he warns them in words of burning earnestness to seek shelter from the wrath of God.

When the speaker has closed with an appeal full of the deepest pathos, and his listeners begin to depart, one runs to another and says, “I heard the old fellow preach the same thing 120 years ago, and it hasn’t happened yet.”

But the awful doom that Noah warned would come, and did come. And we can picture our hypothetical scoffer being swept to his death in the colossal cataclysm.
For Adventists to celebrate the 75th anniversary of any venture seems incongruous with our name. Although personally pleased with Ministry's continuing contribution as we reach our publication's diamond jubilee, my Seventh-day Adventist heritage leads me to apologize more than congratulate.

Our Lord's delay forces both a theological and practical challenge for every believer in the eschaton. From those first century believers who anticipated a quick parousia to early Adventists who mistakenly established a date for the second coming, we have struggled with short-term planning and dashed dreams as we have postponed projects or closed the coffin on beloved friends and family members.

Seventy-five years ago, Ministry's first issue emphasized our confidence in the soon return of Jesus. Sixty years ago my parents entered ministry confident that Jesus would return long before they would grow old or wait in the grave. Thirty years ago, Sharon and I eagerly began our pastoral ministry with no sense of need to plan for a retirement we would never reach. Proclaiming our confidence in the surety of Jesus' coming took precedence over His counsel to "occupy till I come." "After all," we and hundreds of other pastoral couples reasoned, "the church will always care for its retirees if the Lord delays."

We actively proclaimed the nearness of Jesus' return by citing texts enumerating end times characterized by chaos among governments, collapse of families in the midst of moral and societal deterioration, upheaval in nature, proliferation of disease and disasters, and compromise by spiritual leadership. Oh, and don't forget Scriptures strongest warnings against the multiplication of independent ministries which attempt to draw away disciples after themselves.

Somehow, as Lisbon's earthquake, the dark day, and falling stars faded into history's recesses, their indications of immediacy of the second coming were less persuasive than the reality of their importance as signals of transition from the dark ages to the time of the end.

When church's growth demanded expansion and renewal, "Should the Lord delay His coming," became code to explain the necessity of long-range plans, expanding facilities, or even renovation buildings which critics suspect should never have been constructed in the first place. Living squarely between what Charles Bradford terms the "ought" and the "is," the church ought to be in the kingdom, but is still here on earth. Even now we seem unwilling or incapable of planning beyond the next quinquennium a global strategy to "finish the work" because it might be perceive as lack of confidence in Christ's near return.

Too often, those who struggle with the issues of delay are labeled liberal because they seek understanding beyond rote repetition of answers developed by Uriah Smith. Self-styled "historical" Adventists brand any who differ with their particular theological interpretation as heretics even as they prey on the nostalgia of thousands to support fiercely independent ventures.

Both as an individual believer and as an Adventist pastor, I long for the culmination of our blessed hope! I believe in the literal, visible, personal, and imminent return of Jesus and pray that it will occur in my lifetime. My confident proclamation is predicated on personal study and earnest desire to help others prepare for His coming.
My most powerful sermons focus on Jesus’ return. One year I preached a twelve-sermon series, the last Sabbath of each month, on the second coming. After all, we are Adventists because of the Advent. Beginning the next year, my elders asked me to continue. “Preach the same sermons over again, Pastor.”

I do not scornfully ask “Where is the promise of His coming?” Even though our Heavenly Father has failed to follow the time line I might have devised. Instead, I pray for patient comprehension of the New Testament which always places the delay in terms of God’s infinite love, patience, and unwillingness to see any sinner perish (2 Peter 3:9).

Even as I affirm my confidence in the future and my gratitude for God’s providences in the past, I am called upon to live in the present. Even in the midst of traumatic, troubled times, we live in the kingdom of grace while we long for the kingdom of glory.

To paraphrase Barry Oliver’s outstanding affirmation, “Just as we eagerly look forward to the future of Jesus coming, we gratefully look up to the present reality of His grace which opens heaven for us now.” Lively hope anticipates the future. Living faith endures the present.

Revelation concludes with the cry of the lonely heart, “Even so, come quickly” coupled with the reality of preparatory waiting, “and the grace of your Lord and Savior, be with you all.”

Jesus wants to return even more than I want Him to. Hurry up and wait! E
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Great Resources for Elders

Elder's Handbook
Great tool for training and equipping local church leaders covering all aspects of being an effective elder.

Includes sections on:
- Leadership
- Church Growth
- Nurture
- Worship
- Relating to others
- ... and more.

Features:
- Study Guide
- Questions for discussion in group training

NEW! 15 Lessons in Power Point Presentation

Softcover $7.95
Hardcover $11.95

Ministerial Association Resource Center
12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904
Phone (800) 771-0738 Toll Free • Fax (301) 680-4092

www.ministerialassociation.com

Elder's Digest Magazine
A Great Resource for Elders

Resources that can help!
"Certified Elder's Video Curriculum"
This plan was created to help Elders learn to perform their job in an effective way.
Each video is a power-packed, dynamic seminar.
The congregation immediately will see a difference in your ministry.

Suggested Procedure
Select six subjects of your interest. Order the videos. Study their content. When you finish it, let us know and we will send to you a "Certified Elder's Certificate" from the Elder's Training Program of the Ministerial Association.

Here are a few Subjects you can choose from:
1) How to Interpret Scripture
2) How to Prepare a Sermon
3) How to Conduct a Pastoral Visit
4) How to Conduct a Bible Study
5) How to Get Decisions and Make Appeals
6) How to Make an Evangelistic Visit
7) How to Conduct a Communion Service
8) How to Conduct a Funeral Service
9) How to Reclaim Missing Members
10) How to Organize and Develop Small Groups

**$24.95 each (**$19.95 for 5 or more) + 15% S&H

Send your order or inquiries to:
General Conference Ministerial Association
Resource Center
12501 Old Columbia Pike
Silver Spring, Maryland 20904-6000
US Toll Free Number 1-888-771-0738

www.ministerialassociation.com

Ministerial Association Resource Center
12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904